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Abstract—Branch Prediction Units (BPUs) of computing sys-
tems have been targeted by several side channel analysis of public
key encryptions. In recent years, performance counters have been
used as a side channel source for the branch mispredictions which
can be used to attack ciphers with user privileges. In this paper
we propose an online leakage detection tool Branch-Monitor for
branch misprediction traces which does an online detection of
the leakage and raises an alarm if there exists a significant
difference in the distribution of branch misses for selected inputs.
The Monitor triggers a randomization module on detecting such
leakage which effectively runs a software module to confuse
the branch predictor unit such that it inherently prevents the
information leakage. We have practically validated our detection
module on Intel systems and is easily scalable to other platforms
and processors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Micro-architectural side-channel threats have gained impor-

tance manifold in the last decade since the cloud service

providers allow several users to share the same hardware.

These attacks target information leakages with respect to

micro-architectural events of the system such as cache misses

and branch misses. These leakages are considered to be

benign for the normal applications, but, if monitored pre-

cisely, they result in revealing sensitive information of the

cryptographic algorithm. Cryptographic algorithms, in spite of

being mathematically strong, can leak secret keys through such

micro-architectural events since the implementations of such

cryptographic algorithms leave their execution footprints on

the shared system resources.

Hardware Performance Counters are a set of special-purpose

registers storing the counts of hardware-related activities

within the microprocessor. These counters are affected by

the internal activities of the processor and hence can be

utilized as a source of information leakage. In [1], the authors

exploited these HPCs as side-channels for time based cache

attacks. HPC L1 and L2 D-cache miss counters have been

exploited as side-channels in [1] for performing cache attacks

on symmetric-key algorithms, like AES as in [2].

Asymmetric-key cipher implementations typically have key-

dependent conditional branching statements which when im-

plemented on systems with branch predictors, are subjected

to side-channel attacks exploiting the deterministic branch

predictor behavior due to their key-dependent input sequences.

In this paper, we propose Branch-Monitor which is an online

detection tool for attacks and threats which exploit the infor-

mation leakage from the Branch Predictor Unit (BPU).

The first attack targeting the BPU appears in [3], where the

penalty for mispredicted branches in number of clock cycles

is observed as side-channel to identify the data dependent

operations of the public-key cryptosystem. On a standard RSA

implementation, four different types of attacks were performed

exploiting the Branch Prediction Unit (BPU) by using both

synchronous and asynchronous techniques. A further improved

version of this attack [4], [5] has also been carried out with

proper knowledge of underlying hierarchical Branch Target

Buffer (BTB) architecture of the target system. In [6], the

authors introduced a new covert channel to perform secret

communication between the Trojan and the spy processes

which exploits the residual state of the dynamic branch pre-

dictor behavior of the system. While in [7], authors describe

an implementation of a Contention-based Covert channel. An

attack has been developed in [8] to derive kernel and user-level

ASLR(Address Space Layout Randomization) offset which

exploits the BTB collisions between the branch instructions.

In [9], [10], it was first established that branch misses from

HPCs can reveal the secret key in RSA. In [11], techniques

for implementing binary exponentiation algorithms without

requiring branch instructions have been proposed. However,

the study of using Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) to

exploit the cipher codes implemented with branch statements

is vital because there still exist several standard implementa-

tions using branches (as in OpenSSL [12], [13]).

Our approach needs no knowledge of the implementation

of the algorithm under consideration. We perform hypoth-

esis testing as proposed in the Test Vector Leakage Anal-

ysis(TVLA) [14] methodology on the output misprediction

traces to check for data dependent leakage. In [15] TVLA

is introduced as a reliable, quick and easy test to detect

leakage between two specific distributions. This paper clearly

shows the formulation of TVLA and validates their analysis on

various modes of AES. A better analysis and leakage detection

on any higher orders was formalized in [16]. The authors

in [17] improved the original formulation of TVLA to make it

more robust to environmental noise and observed that paired-t
test works significantly well under such circumstances. While

in a more recent paper [18], the authors have a fast leakage

assessment methodology which can detect leakage orders of



magnitude faster than the original TVLA formulation. This

approach computes histograms for separate classes and sepa-

rate time samples and then performs the statistical moments

calculation on these histograms. In all of these works, the

leakage analysis has been applied over power measurement

traces, but in [19] this statistical t-test is applied to the timing

side channel. The implementation design described in the

paper determines whether a particular software module run

in constant time or not.

In this paper, we propose an online branch misprediction

leakage detection tool as Branch-monitor which can detect

leakages by observing the branch misprediction traces and

starts a defence mechanism if the distributions are significantly

different. The contributions of our paper are:

• In this paper, we present a thorough analysis of the

branch misprediction traces, leakage from those traces

and detecting these leakage points using the Branch-

monitor implementation.

• We evaluate our analysis on two setups of Intel processors

and show the effectiveness of Branch-Monitor to detect

leakage using a significantly lower number of traces.

• Following this, we propose a randomization module

which is triggered as and when the Branch Monitor

detects the leakage and, the experiments show that the

countermeasure thus proposed to confuse the BPU hard-

ware is efficient to prevent the leakage.

• Lastly, we analyze the timing overhead of the normal

process computation in the presence of the randomization

module.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide a background on some key-

concepts, which include some implementation algorithms for

public-key ciphers and some well-known branch predictors

which have been subjected to attack.

A. Understanding Branch Mispredictions

Commonly, the implementations of public-key exponen-

tiation algorithms and the scalar multiplications algorithms

in ECC are such that the sequence of operations executed

in every run of the algorithm is dependent on the secret

bits. Both the exponentiation and scalar multiplication algo-

rithms are commonly implemented with a set of statements

in if-else block and the execution of the if-else state-

ments are conditionally dependent on the secret key bits.

The relation between these conditional sequences and branch

misses is the following. Let the n-bit secret scalar in ECC be

denoted as (k0, k1, · · · , ki, · · · , kn−1). The double and add

operations of the double-and-add algorithm or the SPA resis-

tant Montgomery Ladder algorithm being conditioned on the

secret scalar bits, the trace of taken or not-taken branches as

conditioned on scalar bits and expressed as (b0, b1, · · · , bn−1).

• If a particular key bit kj is 1 then the conditional addition

statement in the double and add algorithm gets executed.

Thus, the condition is checked first, and if the particular

key bit is set then its immediate next statement, i.e.,

addition gets performed. Since this is a normal flow

of execution, the branch is considered as not-taken i.e.,

bj = 0 in this case.

• While when kj = 0, the addition operation is skipped and

the execution continues with the next squaring statement.

Thus, in this case, the branch is taken i.e., bj = 1.

Thus for any if-else block, we consider the respective

branch statement to be not-taken if the if conditional

statement satisfies. On the other hand, if the else block is

executed then we consider the respective branch to be taken.

The history of taken and not-taken branches are

available to the branch predictor, and the predictor predicts

next branches based on the history of branches that have

already been encountered. Whenever, the predictor encounters

a conditional statement, it predicts based on the history and

predicted instructions gets fetched in the instruction pipeline.

It is only during the execute stage that the condition gets

evaluated and if there is a mismatch in the predicted and the

evaluated branch then the corresponding instruction is flushed

from the instruction pipeline resulting in pipeline stall, which

is commonly referred to as branch misses.

B. Test Vector Leakage analysis (TVLA)

Test Vector Leakage Analysis(TVLA) was first proposed

in [14] to identify if a distribution of power trace from a cipher

implementation is statistically different from the another set of

traces using the Welch’s t-test in which the test statistic follows

a Student’s t distribution. The t statistic calculation takes

power traces in two groups and performing the calculation

independently on both the groups. Both the groups take power

traces in two subsets A and B.

• NA and NB can be assumed as the size of the subsets A

and B respectively.

• Compute XA the average of all the traces in group A,

XB the average of all traces in group B.

• SA be the standard deviation of the traces in group A

and SB is the sample standard deviation of the traces in

group B.

• Computes the t-statistics for the particular trace as:

XA −XB
√

S2

A

NA
+

S2

B

NB

(1)

Each trace is composed of an array of measurements sampled

across different timestamps. The average and sample standard

deviations of the traces are calculated for each sample point

vertically across the set of traces. Thus after calculating mean

and standard deviation they are also vectors over the same

points in time.

The same analysis is repeated for the other group for their

subsets. If at any point in time the t-test statistic exceeds

+/− 4.5 for both of the groups, the device fails the security

test. This effectively claims that the device under test leaks

information such that the two separate subsets are significantly

distinct from each other and the null hypothesis is rejected.



In the next section, we understand the leakage from the

branch prediction unit and in the following sections we pro-

pose the new online leakage detector to thwart information

leakage through branch misprediction HPC event counts.

III. LEAKAGE FROM BRANCH PREDICTION UNIT

The values of the event counters which are available to

user level processes through Linux perf utility actually leak

a significant amount of information about the concurrently

running processes in the system. The event counters get

affected by the concurrent processes running in the system,

and surprisingly they have a huge impact on the event counts

as well. We emphasize on this with a simple experimental

scenario, where two users share the same hardware and have

two different processes running.

• Process 1: An unprivileged user running multiplication

operation.

• Process 2: A privileged user performing exponentiation

which is dominated mostly with conditional if-else state-

ments.

• The unprivileged user observes Perf statistics for the user

level multiplication process concurrent to the privileged

exponentiation process.

As illustrated in Figure 1, it has been observed on an Ubuntu

16.04 system that there is an unexpected increase in the

number of branch misses in the perf stat of the user process

while the execution of exponentiation is performed. If the

unprivileged user runs the multiplication process and observes

the number of branch misses for the multiplication process

then it encounters around 200 − 220 branch misses. There

has been a sharp increase in branch misses on and from 30

ms in Figure 1 which is only getting affected due to the

exponentiation process being run by the privileged process.

As in Figure 1, we observe that the time from which there is

an increase in the number of branch misses (as observed by the

user process), coincides with the time when the exponentiation

algorithm begins. This experiment shows:

• An unprivileged user process residing on the same system

as the privileged process can gain access to sensitive

information of the privileged, or more generally any other

user’s process execution.

• Thus the increase or decrease of branch misses of a

privileged process can be monitored by some spy process

having only user level privileges.

IV. BRANCH-MONITOR: IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

We propose Branch Monitor as a watchdog to the infor-

mation leakage from the hardware performance counters. In

this paper, we demonstrate that the information leakage for a

shared user platform from the branch misprediction hardware

is significant and our proposed detection tool can detect the

leakage by applying a statistical test on the captured traces

of the branch mispredictions using the perf ‘ioctl’ calls. We

tabulate the steps of the detection as follows:
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Fig. 1. Abrupt increase in branch miss observed by unprivileged user
due to exponentiations from privileged process

• Branch-Monitor tool observes the branch misprediction

traces for an executable and performs an online t-statistic

test over time.

• For each set of points in the trace, the statistic is modified

accordingly, and an alarm is raised if the value exceeds

the threshold +or − 4.5.

In [9], the authors showed that the information leakage from

the branch misprediction traces is much powerful to leak the

secret key bits in as low as 100 traces. Our Branch-monitor

detection tool can detect data-dependant leakage in only 40
traces.

In the next subsection, we explain the trace collection

procedure for branch misprediction.

A. Obtaining branch misprediction traces using perf ioctl calls

Branch-Monitor is an online branch-misprediction analysis

tool which observes the branch mispredictions from Hardware

Performance counters (HPCs). The measurement procedure

with Branch-Monitor uses a dummy code and observes the

misprediction traces over the dummy code for the concurrently

running encryption or decryption operation. Granularly ob-

serving the branch misses over each iteration of the if-else

block of the code under consideration is only possible when

the monitor is very closely observing the underlying algorithm,

or the tool has the control of the underlying code. Since our

tool Branch-Monitor is assumed to perform an online analysis,

we present a much practical solution based on sampling perf

event counter values using ioctl calls. The idea is such that

the perf object is instantiated with an event which is used as

a sampler. For example, if instruction count event is

used as the sampling event, branch miss event is measured

from HPCs for the particular sampling period.

B. Implementing the Branch-Monitor

We have implemented our prototype for Branch-Monitor

as illustrated in Figure 2 using a c-code which runs on all

variety of systems. We have targeted the Edward-1174 curve

implementation written with long integer multiplications in c.

The code computes scalar multiplication using the secret scalar

by performing doubling for each bit and conditional addition

for the bits which are set. For the statistical t-test to detect

leakage, we need two sets of inputs to be fed to the algorithm

under test. The test setup is described as follows:



• Branch-Monitor collects branch misprediction event

counts over a periodic interval of instruction count which

is entirely handled by the perf ioctl system calls.

• The measurements of branch misses are observed on a

dummy code snippet, while the secret scalar multiplica-

tion is getting performed concurrently in background.

• We obtained two sets of misprediction traces where the

concurrently running Edward curve scalar multiplication

was once provided a fixed basepoint as input and in the

second case the input basepoint is varied randomly.

• Online mean and variance of the two sets are calculated

separately and the t statistic value is measured.

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) represents two scenarios where the

leakage is detected in as low as 30 traces on an Intel-i5-5200U

processor running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, and a particular part of

the trace is observed to leak more as the number of traces

are increased. The t statistic is calculated over each point on

the trace, and the figures clearly show that both of the traces

leaks information since the t statistic is having a value above

4.5 and below −4.5. The x-axis in the figures represent the

individual sampling point of a branch misprediction trace and

the y-axis values represent their appropriate t-statistic value.

We have replicated our experiments on a comparatively older

processor Intel-i5-3470 running Ubuntu-12.04 LTS, and the

leakage detection scenario is illustrated in the Figures 4(a),(b).

The figures clearly show that there are multiple points of

leakage where the t statistic crossed the range(4.5,-4.5).

In the following section, we propose an interesting counter-

measure to prevent this form of leakage.

V. BPU RANDOMIZATION BY BRANCH-MONITOR TOOL

We present a practical countermeasure to thwart these

forms of leakages through branch misprediction information

by randomizing the internal states of the branch prediction

hardware. The BPU being shared by all processes of the same

processor core, the effect of one process is predominant on the

concurrently running execution on the same processor core.

This property has been used by the attackers in [9] to attack

secure implementation. In this paper, we use the same philos-

ophy to prevent the leakage from these branch misprediction

event counters. Branch-Monitor, as shown in Figure 2 being an

Fig. 2. Branch-Monitor design proposal

online detection tool, the BPU randomization countermeasure

is not triggered unless an alarm is raised.

• The monitor raises an alarm when the online detection

mechanism encounters the branch misprediction leakage.

• On an alarm, the Branch-Monitor starts its defence

mechanism of randomizing the state of the BPU such

that the branch misprediction traces observed with such

randomized design looses its correlation with the key.

The randomization module design is very easy to implement

and highly effective to randomize the internal state of the BPU

such that the information monitored over the BPU cannot be

used to reconstruct the states of the secret computation. The

Branch-monitor on detecting a leakage triggers on a particular

randomization module within the code, which is typically

written using a conditional if-else structure of code. The

conditional if-else structure on execution results in conditional

branching instructions, which are made to be dependent over

randomly generated 0/1 binary sequences. Since these random

sequences bear no correlation with the secret scalar and the

randomization module executes concurrent to the cipher mod-

ule execution, the internal BPU states are modified by both the

cipher module and the randomization module. This prevents

the leakage through the event counters, which normally leaks

a huge amount of information through these tools which are

available in the user space.

The experiment as performed on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS is

illustrated in Figure 5(a),(b) which plots the leakage in the

presence of the BPU randomization. The leakage detection

is performed using HPC event counts with the randomization

being performed along with the cipher execution. Figure 5(a)

shows that the randomization works really well such that the

t-statistic is well within the range +/ − 4.5 for 2000 traces.

We just made the test run overnight and figure 5(b) plots

the leakage from 20000 traces, which also shows that the

t statistic value is not crossing the region of −4.5 to 4.5.

Again, we replicate the same experiment for the Intel-i5-3470

running Ubuntu-12.04 LTS and the Figures 6(a),(b) shows that

for a significantly higher number of traces the leakage is not

exceeding the safe limit thus preventing the leakage.

A. Impact of this randomization on timing side-channel

Fixing a side-channel leakage sometimes leads to a leakage

through some other channels. In our design, the Branch-

Monitor incorporates randomization to the Branch Predictor

intermediate state by running a piece of code concurrent to

a sensitive cipher execution. This randomization being due to

concurrent executions, result in a number of context switches

of the processes and thus can affect the execution time of

the sensitive application. We plotted the frequency distribution

of the execution time of the cipher implementation in two

different scenario: when only the cipher implementation is

running and second case when both the Branch Monitor and

the randomization modules are running. The distributions as

shown in Figure 7 absolutely overlap on each other and thus

there is indeed minimal or no overhead in execution time

on the running when Branch-monitor is allowed to run on
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Fig. 3. Test Vector Leakage Analysis on Edward-1174 implementation on Ubuntu 16.04 in Intel Core i5-5200
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Fig. 7. Histograms of execution time for Edward-1174 curve while
detection (without randomization) and with randomization shows
minimal overhead on execution time of these two scenarios
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the system. Next, we extended our experiments to test that

the countermeasure proposed here leaks information through

timing channel or not. We performed the t-statistic test on

the execution time of the Edward-1174 curve implementation

when the randomization module is also getting executed in

parallel to the cipher implementation. Figure 8 illustrates how

the t-statistic is changing as the number of traces are increased,

and even after observing for 25000 traces the TVLA value

indicates that there is no leakage through timing channels. This

makes our claim even stronger, that the BPU randomization

is an effective countermeasure in preventing the leakage and

the timing-TVLA result adds up to its confidence.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an effective detection mechanism

for the cipher implementations with respect to branch mis-

prediction leakage. The branch misprediction traces are less

noisy and much powerful to known conventional side channels

and thus requires fewer traces to reveal secret. Thus we

needed a detection mechanism which could detect the leakage

much faster and start the defense mechanism so as to prevent

further leaking of sensitive information. We validated all our

experiments for the proposed, very efficient Branch-Monitor

on Intel platforms. In this paper, we have only addressed

the leakage assessment for branch mispredictions, but there

exists a group of performance counter events which are equally

vulnerable. Extending this analysis for the leakage assessment

test of the whole bunch of performance counters would the

future objective of this research.
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